WANTED: Developers With A Voice.

What is powerful for you is powerful for Pillar. Developers at Pillar are looked to as world-class thought powerhouses who lead change, provide value-oriented solutions for clients, and fuel our quickly growing company.

Craftsmanship attitude balanced with value-driven agile principles. We are always looking for innovators, visionaries and people passionate about leading change; developers who are up to the challenge of playing bigger in the business and IT arena. We seek developers who want their ideas heard, supported, and executed — continuously creating some of the most leading-edge products in our industry.

Recognizing potential. Working in a community that combines a craftsmanship mindset with an agile approach, you can expect to provide direct value to our clients. Collaboration extends beyond your peers and reaches to our customers. Pillar consultants are looked to as a team of experts, empowering today’s demanding and insatiable digital society with the highest quality solutions without a thick chain-of-command to slow you down. You will have the opportunity to work in Java (the good parts) .Net (C# not SharePoint), C++ and more. You may develop Enterprise Systems, web applications, new products for a startup, mobile applications, or some combination of these projects. Our developers also actively participate in prioritizing feature backlogs and pushing the envelope on value delivery.

You're never the smartest person in the room. Pillar hand picks its people, looking for and recognizing that everyone brings their own unique knowledge to the project. We are open and collaborative. We practice pair-programming as well as TDD and BDD, allowing us to fail fast and overcome challenges even faster.

If you need to brainstorm, there’s going to be a polyglot in the room who can help. If your brain needs a break feel free to fling a few foam darts, there's always plenty of ammo and NERF® guns on hand.

Ready! Contact us:
Dave Senters (Ann Arbor) dsenters@pillartechnology.com
Nate Bennink (Columbus) nbennink@pillartechnology.com
1.888.3.PILLAR | 1. 888.374.5527

We fuel both our left (logic) and right (creativity) sides of our brains to continuously innovate through learning, intelligence and freedom.

Pillar also:
• Maintains a personal learning budget for staff development as well as mentoring
• Participates in many developer sponsored, hosted, or attended events per year
• Integrates community involvement
• Sustains variety and consistency to work projects
• Provides opportunity to work and learn amongst the industry’s best